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A Letter from the President April 2024 
 
At the end of March, we celebrated Purim. Slovie Jungreis-Wolff writes in an article     
entitled “Purim Teaches Us to Respond to Anti-Semitism” (AISH.com): “As we           
contemplate the rising anti-Semitism that is spreading throughout the world, the hatred 

of the BDS movement and the threats to our land, we must take a moment to think. We have faced cruel  
enemies before. We have suffered through pogroms, inquisitions, crusades, Holocaust and murderous terror 
attacks. But we are still here, continuing to tell our unique story. Let us never give up hope. Instead, let us 
embrace the words of Queen Esther: “Go, gather all the Jews.” Become one. Reach out to someone with 
kindness. Make a difference in the life of another, even if it’s just through a good word or a bright smile. Say a 
prayer and stand up for the Jewish people.” 
“The Secure Community Network (SCN) is the official homeland security and safety initiative of the organized 
Jewish community in North America. Founded in 2004, under the auspices of The Jewish Federations of 
North America and the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, SCN serves as 
the central organization dedicated exclusively to the safety and security of the American Jewish community, 
working across 146 federations, 50 partner organizations, over 300 independent communities as well as with 
other partners in the public, private, non-profit and academic sectors. 
Through its operations center and Duty Desk, SCN provides timely, credible threat and incident information to 
both law enforcement and community partners, serves as the community’s formal liaison with federal law   
enforcement and coordinates closely with state and local law enforcement partners. SCN works with        
communities and partners across North America to develop and implement strategic frameworks that         
enhance safety and security of the Jewish people, developing best practice policies and procedures,              
undertaking threat and vulnerability assessments, coordinating training and education, offering consultation 
on safety and security matters and providing crisis management support during critical incidents. SCN’s    
mission is to ensure the safety, security, and resiliency of the Jewish people.” (SCN website: https://
www.securecommunitynetwork.org) 
In his monthly update, Michael Masters, National Director and CEO of SCN, stated: “Among a myriad of   
challenges, two threat pictures stand out. We have seen an unprecedented rise in swatting incidents in the 
last six months, intensifying in the last two months. In 2023, we recorded 998 incidents of swatting or false 
bomb threats, up from 115 in 2022, a staggering 768% leap. We are working with communities and law      
enforcement at every level to ensure they have the guidance and tools to keep the community safe amidst 
this growing threat. Our other chief concern is the rising threat of foreign terror, which we have seen as an 
outgrowth of the Hamas terrorist attacks on Israel. Hamas, Iranian proxies, and others have exhibited       
concerning signs of activity beyond the Middle East in Europe, and we are closely monitoring their activities 
and movements in partnership with federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies.” 
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SHABBAT SERVICES  
 

We meet at 4023 Belle Terre Blvd., Myrtle Beach, SC 29579.  
 
Our Friday evening services begin at 7:30pm. Saturday at 
10:30 AM. Members who cannot physically attend Friday night 
or scheduled Saturday services can view services via Zoom. 
Contact Templeshalommbpresident@gmail.com to request a 
Zoom invitation.  

4023 Belle Terre Blvd    
Myrtle Beach, SC  29579 

(843) 903-ONEG (6634) 
 

  
 David Weissman  Rabbi  

 
TempleShalommb.org 

 

Board of Directors  
 
President Hope Sachwald 
Vice President Beth Boettigheimer 
Treasurer  Michelle Foels 
Secretary   Flo Pflaster 
Past-President   Cookie Brenner 
Past-President Laurie Ward        
  

At Large:  Felice Breidner 
       Gabe Brenner 
               David Pflaster 

         Jessica Forman 
     Sheila Honer 

         Linda Post 
           Gerry Silverman                           
    Lily Ann Revitch 

 
  

 

Committee Chairpersons 
 

Calendar & Bulletin  Dave Pflaster   
House Committee Gabe Brenner 
Membership  Hope Sachwald 
Oneg Flo Pflaster  
Kitchen & Pantry Cookie Brenner  
Ritual Chair Mike Sachwald   
Webmaster Michelle Foels 
Yahrzeit Notices                  Felice Breidner 

 
 
 

A Reform Congregation  

                                       The following are some thoughts                                      
                            regarding the observance of Passover from 
                            a Reform Jewish  perspective: WHY DO WE 
                            OBSERVE THE HOLIDAY?  Passover                              
                            celebrates the redemption of the                                 
                            Israelites  from Egyptian slavery more than 
                           a 1,000 years ago.  In celebrating the                 
                            holiday, we should have feelings of           
gratitude that we live in a free country and we should have 
empathy for people living in countries which don’t enjoy the 
freedoms which we take for granted. So while Passover is a 
holiday which is specific to  Jews, it is a holiday which has a 
universal  theme, FREEDOM.  This is a theme which all peoples 
can find relevant to  their  lives. 
HOW LONG IS THE HOLIDAY?   The Torah prescribes Passover 
as a seven day holiday.  However,  before there were Hebrew 
religious calendars, a new Hebrew month didn’t begin until 
two witnesses sighted a New Moon over Jerusalem.  The    
information was then transmitted to Jewish communities   
outside of the Holy Land. Because sometimes the  information 
about the appearance of a New  Moon didn’t reach these 
communities in a timely manner, the tradition developed to 
add an  additional day on to the holiday outside of the Holy 
Land.  In Israel, all Jews have always observed Passover for 
seven days.  Hebrew religious calendars have been in           
existence for many years and we know exactly when the 
seven days of Passover occur.  So the Reform movement     
observes the holiday for the biblically-prescribed seven 
days.  However, outside of Israel, both the Orthodox and   
Conservative movements observe Passover for eight days. 
WHAT FOODS ARE JEWS FORBIDDEN TO EAT DURING PASS-
OVER?   In their haste to leave Egypt, the Israelites could not 
wait for bread to rise, so they removed the grains from the 
oven before they had time to rise (leaven).  The Talmud lists 
five grains – wheat, rye, barley, oats and   spelt – that cannot 
be eaten during Passover if leavening has taken place in the 
baking process.  To be kosher for Passover, these grains must 
be baked for less than eighteen minutes.  So any                
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ONEG  
NEWS 

 

For those of you who are unable to attend services on Friday nights you can now  
sponsor an Oneg. Contact me and we will choose an upcoming date. Please send a 
check in to the Temple address and write “Sponsor an Oneg” on the check ($18-$25) to 
cover the cost of sweets/ snacks and a challah. Someone will be assigned to shop, set 
up and organize the clean-up for you. If you have a specific date in mind for a special 
occasion and that date is available-it will be yours. If you want a specific item (such as 
a celebratory cake), let me know. Your sponsorship will, as always, be listed in the 
newsletter and the weekly emails. Sponsoring an Oneg is for those who are temporarily 
or permanently unable to attend services. 
We do hope that you will make every effort to attend services. 
We have had an overwhelming response to the request for Onegs. I am excited to tell 
you that the next available date is July 5! However, all the Fridays in July and most of 
August are still open, most of September and a few for the rest of the year. I am so 
proud of you all for stepping up. 
A reminder that if you are providing an Oneg, you get the honor of lighting the Shabbat 
candles. 
If you're unsure about how to do this, ask Rabbi David, Mike Sachwald or any one of us 
who are there! 
A special thank you to our shoppers and set up (and clean up) committee: Hope, Irene, 
Dave and Cookie! If you are scheduled to provide an oneg and find that due to illness 
or other emergency you cannot do this, please notify Hope or Flo so alternate plans 
can be made. 
 
Flo 
dfp324@atmc.net 
910-368-1070  

products  containing these grains which are purchased for use during Passover should be  
labeled “kosher for Passover.”  A “kosher” label is not enough.  The label must say “Kosher for Passover.”  
There is a split in Judaism regarding foods that are similar to the five grains listed above known as kitniyot 
(rice, corn, millet, legumes, dried beans, lentils, peas, green beans, soy beans, peanuts, sesame seeds, corn 
syrup and mustard).  Because kitniyot can be confused with the five grains, about 800 years ago, rabbinic  
authorities governing the practices of Ashkenazi Jews rule that kitniyot are forbidden to be eaten during            
Passover.  Sephardic rabbinic authorities never prohibited kitniyot during Passover and both Conservative 
and Reform rabbinic authorities have ruled that it’s okay to eat kitniyot during Passover.  But Ashkenazic   
Orthodox rabbinic authorities forbid it. But it’s okay if some of us feel bound by tradition to avoid kitniyot 
during the holiday. 
WHAT ABOUT THE SEDER?  Every Jew is bound by the tradition to attend a Seder.  Temple Shalom’s         
Community Seder will be held at 6:00 P.M.  on Monday evening, April 22th.  I hope you will attend this Seder 
with your temple family or a Seder in your home  or someone else’s home. 
PASSOVER SERVICES – Temple Shalom will  have services at 10:30 A.M. on the seventh (last)  day of           
Passover,  April 29nd, which will include Yizkor memorial prayers for departed loved ones.  I hope you will   
attend. 
Mary and I wish you a chag sameach.  A  happy and healthy Passover. 

 

 Rabbi David Weissman 
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(President’s message from page 1) 
 

I would like to thank SCN for the support and trainings they have provided to Temple Shalom. Our          
congregants have participated in both virtual and in-person trainings on antisemitism, cybersecurity,       

situational awareness and countering active threats. In preparation for applying for the Nonprofit Security 
Grant Program (NSGP), Temple Shalom’s grant writing committee has attended SCN’s 2023-2034 webinar 

series on Navigating the NSGP. I receive daily updates from SCN on regional and global antisemitic        
incidents and hate crimes and how they are being resolved. It is encouraging to read about how many    

perpetrators have been apprehended and prosecuted in the United States and around the world. 
 

 

A huge thank you to Jason Roebuck, SCN Regional Security Advisor-South Carolina. Jason has provided in
-person trainings, completed Temple Shalom’s threat assessment and updated the assessment for the 

NSGP grant, and sent notice of trainings about webinars from partner agencies (FBI, ADL). Jason is the 
person that I contacted when Temple Shalom received antisemitic rants and threats from an individual after 

Rosh Hashanah 2023. He continues to keep me updated on the status of that individual. Recently, I        
received another suspicious call on the Temple phone. I contacted Jason and he started the process of    

identifying and gathering information on the individual. Before major events sponsored at Temple Shalom, I 
check with Jason to see if there is any noise about possible incidents in our area so we can determine the 

level of security needed for the event. 
 
At the conclusion of his monthly update, Michael Masters writes: “Alongside our caution and calls for      
vigilance and preparation, it is important to remember that our resilience and our pride as a community 
make us uniquely Jewish. Amidst these rising threats, we cannot forget what makes us who we are.     
Leading openly Jewish lives is a powerful way to stand up to hate and violence. Meanwhile, SCN, in concert 
with our community and law enforcement partners, is hard at work keeping the community safe and secure.” 
“Leading openly Jewish lives is a powerful way to stand up to hate and violence.” Join Temple Shalom for 

Shabbat and holiday services. Participate in the United Against Hate Event on April 8, 2024, at 6 P.M. at 

Horry Georgetown Technical College Conference Center.  Come to the Holocaust Memorial day event on 

Monday May 13 at 1:00 at the Chabad community center. Attend the Active Shooter Training presented by 

Jason Robard on May 22, 2024 at Temple Shalom. Be part of the solution! 

 

Hope Sachwald, President 

 

 

We want to thank everyone who donated food and/or money 

for our Purim party.                                                                           

Also a huge thanks to Hope for obtaining that wonderful 

play and an Oscar to the talented actors.  

Flo and Felice 
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Whats Happening at Temple Shalom April 2024 

 
Friday 04/05/2024      Shabbat services led by Rabbi David and Mary Weissman 
Friday 04/12/2024      Shabbat services led by Mike Sachwald 
Saturday 04/13/2024     Shabbat services led by Rabbi David and Mary Weissman 
Friday 04/19/2024      Shabbat services led by Rabbi David and Mary Weissman 
Friday 04/26/2024      Shabbat services led by Cookie Brenner and Michelle Foels 
Saturday 04/27/2024  Shabbat services led by Rabbi David and Mary Weissman 
  
If you would like to participate in the mitzvah of leading the English or delivering a sermon at a Friday evening      

service, please contact TempleShalomMBPresident@gmail.com. If you are unable to stand to do the service,       

accommodations will be made.  

 

Thank You Notes 

Thank you to Cookie Brenner for organizing and setting up the bagel nosh and CPR and Stop the Bleed Training. 

Thank you to "Duke" Brown of Horry County Police Department for a very informative training session. Thank you to 

Jay Hough for volunteering to be the patient during the demonstrations. We appreciate the assistance from HCPD 

Chief Joe Hill and Mark Martin who helped to connect us with Duke. 

Thank you to Rabbi David for an informative presentation and discussion on “ISRAEL’S PAST, PRESENT, &        

FUTURE”. Thank you to everyone who attended and participated in the discussion. 

Thank you, Rabbi David, for leading our Purim service and singing. Thank you to the cast of Esther in the Spotlight 

for putting yourselves out there: Rabbi David, Mike, Cookie, Gerry, Jamie, Linda, Michelle and Sylvia. Thank you to 

Flo and Felice for organizing the luncheon. Thank you, Cookie, for buying the Hamantaschen. 

Thank you, Sylvia, for hosting Coffee and Watercolors. 

 

 

SAVE THE DATE 

Tuesday, April 2 at 10 A.M. is our next board meeting via Zoom. If you are not on the board and would like to attend, 

please contact Hope and she will send you the Zoom link. If you have something on your mind, please participate in 

Congregant Speak-out at the end of the meeting. 

Temple Shalom is a member of the Carolina Region Small Congregations cohort of the Jewish Community Legacy 

Project (JCLP). The Upper Midwest cohort has put together a Zoom program for Wednesday, April 3, 8 PM Eastern, 

featuring Jewish communal leaders who have recently returned from Israel, post-October 7, to share their            

experiences while there. They have decided that this important contribution to understanding the challenges of our 

extended “family” in Israel should be open to congregants in the other cohorts. Pre-registration required:  

https://e12j.short.gy/QVViTw 

Passover is coming! First Seder is Monday, April 22
nd

. The service for the end of Passover and Yizkor is on Monday, 

April 29 at 10:30. Meeting of volunteers for Seder at 10:30 A.M. on Sunday, April 7. Set up for Seder on Sunday, April 

21 at 10:30 A.M.  

Nominations are formally open to all members in good standing for Temple Shalom’s Board of Directors. The     

Nominating Committee is now accepting names of those interested in running for a position on the Board. If you are     

interested in being a candidate for an Officer or Director position or have any questions, please contact Laurie Ward 

at laurie0153@gmail.com or Cookie Brenner at ebrenner1@gmail.com by April 22, 2024. Our Annual meeting is 

scheduled for 6:00 P.M. on Wednesday, June 7.  
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Lunch Bunch and Book Club are scheduled for Tuesday, April 30. We are reading The Matchmaker’s Gift by Lynda 

Cohen Loigman. Lunch will be at The Toasted Yolk. Please call or text Irene Klein to make a reservation for lunch. 

You can attend one or both events. 

On Monday May 13 at 1:00 at the Chabad community center at 615 29th Ave N.  Myrtle Beach synagogues will  
combine the Holocaust memorial day with Israeli memorial day in observance of this special time - *The war for   
Jewish Survival* 
 
 

Jessica Foreman sends out birthday and anniversary cards from Temple Shalom based on our roster. Sometimes 

the event is a one-time celebration--grandchildren, graduations, or marriages or an unpleasant event --illnesses,  

accidents, or death. Please e-mail Jessica if you know of someone in the Temple family, who has a celebration or 

could use a helping hand, at jessicafforman@gmail.com. 

 

VIRTUAL LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES 

YIVO Institute for Jewish Research is a research institute, an institution of higher learning, an adult education   

organization, a cultural organization, and a world-renowned library and archive. Their mission is to preserve, study, 

share, and perpetuate knowledge of the history and culture of East European Jewry worldwide. YIVO offers adult 

education, Yiddish language programs, lectures, conferences, art exhibitions and concerts, some free and some for 

a fee. https://www.yivo.org 

Tuesday, May 7 | 7:00pm ET YIDDISH AND HEBREW SONG IN THE WEIMAR REPUBLIC In Person at YIVO in 
NYC and on Zoom. Concert | YIVO will host a concert exploring Yiddish and Hebrew songs of the Weimar Republic, 
showcasing the rich musical activity of the Weimar Republic that bridged Jewish composers in the East and West, 
and reflected their linguistically and ideologically diverse aspirations. Co-sponsored by the Leo Baeck Institute. 
Also, check out the Events Recorded section.  

THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF ISRAEL (https://www.nli.org.il/) 

Read articles, listen to music and attend online events. 

AMERICA-ISRAEL FRIENDSHIP LEAGUE (https://aifl.org/events) 

Participate in events about Israel’s entrepreneurship, culture, medical research, environmental protection initiatives, 

and so much more. 

 

URJ ((https://reformjudaism.org/) – choose the calendar tab 

 

Are you a foodie? Check out The Jewish Food Society at https://www.jewishfoodsociety.org/ for interesting stories 

and recipes. Also visit Jamie Geller at https://jamiegeller.com/author/jamie-geller and Jewlish at https://aish.com/

jewlish/recipes.  

The Forward -- founded in 1897 as a Yiddish-language daily, the Forward soon became a national paper, the most 

widely read Jewish newspaper anywhere. The English Forward was launched as a weekly in 1990 and moved to 

fully digital publication in 2019. The Forward delivers incisive coverage of the issues, ideas and institutions that   

matter to American Jews. Its rigorous reporting and balanced commentary on politics, arts and culture have won nu-

merous awards year after year and made it the most influential nationwide Jewish media outlet. It is currently free 

and available to everyone everywhere. 
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Music 

Jewish Songs and Dances for Piano: Joel Engel’s “Five Piano Pieces” Op. 19 (1923) https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=FFFfP2unlPQ 

The Maccabeats - Dayenu - Passover –  דיינוhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZgDNPGZ9Sg 

The Maccabeats - Mah Nishtanah - Passover -  מה נשתנהhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmabziV1LiY 

Passover Seder Medley by Azi Schwartz https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grk8C9nBOX4 

Six13 - Seder Crew (a "Shape of You" adaptation for Passover) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhR13I6UE1c 

Passover Rhapsody - A Jewish Rock Opera https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRWNrk7FxG4 

 

ART 
PASSOVER ART - BLOOD, FIRE AND PILLARS OF SMOKE by Jewish Art Salon https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=gKiCiCGQnd0 
Judaica Art Work THE PASSOVER TABLE FROM SLEVARY TO FREEDOM https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BdUyk4fZSfE 
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Temple Shalom Board Nominations 
 
Temple Shalom is seeking volunteer leaders to join its dynamic Board of Directors.  Nominations 
are formally open to all members in good standing. Board members will actively participate in the 
governance of the Temple and are expected to attend Board meetings, participate in one or more 
Board committees and represent the Board at Friday night and/or Saturday morning services. Each 
position carries a term of two years. 
 
***The Board is in need of a variety of skills and more diversity.  We have been operating for 
a long time with the same few people who volunteer for every program and event that has 
been offered by the Temple. Without these few people, we would not be able to offer the type 
of programming we have had in the past. To ensure the future of Temple Shalom, it is time 
for other members to step up and serve. ***  
 
The Nominating Committee is now accepting names of those interested in running for a position on 
the Board. Please review the attached Nominations Notice outlining the responsibilities of each po-
sition. 
 
If you are interested in being a candidate for Board service or have any questions, please 
contact Laurie Ward at laurie0153@gmail.com or Cookie Brenner 
at ebrenner1@gmail.com by April 22, 2024. 
 
We certainly hope you will take an interest in running for a position on Temple Shalom's 
Board of Directors. Our future depends on all its members to participate. 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Why should you serve on the Temple Shalom Board? 
 

1. Serving on the Board offers you an opportunity to contribute to your community and change lives 
in a palpable way. It is meaningful to contribute to serving our organization/family and its mission. 
2. By joining the Temple Board, you are giving back to your Jewish community. Your participation 
maximizes your impact and supports a cause whose mission aligns with your beliefs. 
3. Serving on the Board is critical to Temple Shalom's direction and future to ensure its services can 
be delivered effectively and efficiently.   
4. When you serve on the Board, you have the honor, challenge and responsibility of understanding 
how everything and everyone needs to work together for Temple Shalom to accomplish its 
goals.  It is invigorating. 
5. As a member of the Board, your voice will be heard - and it has impact. You'll hear the impactful 
voices of others, too! 
 
To contribute to something meaningful is an important reason to volunteer for the Board, but per-
haps this should be stated differently: To allow something meaningful to contribute to you. 
 
                         It works both ways. At least in our experience it does! 
 
Thank you for your continued support of Temple Shalom, 
 
Laurie Ward and Cookie Brenner 
Nominating Committee Chairs 
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Treasurer: 
1. Manage all funds of Temple Shalom including deposits and disbursements within 

the guidelines set by the Board of Directors 

2. Prepare a report of the financial condition of Temple Shalom for the Board of        

Directors and congregational meetings 

3. Prepare an annual report for Temple Shalom 

4. Arrange the preparation and filing of all financial reports required by government 

bodies 

5. Serve on the Financial committee, monitoring the activities of the committee 

6. Perform all other duties inherent to the office of Treasurer 

 
 

Director: 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the overall management of Temple 
Shalom.  Responsibilities include, but are not limited to: 
 
1. Leadership and direction in developing and implementing policies for Temple 

Shalom 
2. Approving all financial decisions for Temple Shalom, unless otherwise specified 

by the Temple Shalom constitution 
3. Develop and implement parameters and policies for all activities sponsored by 

Temple Shalom 
4. Approve and/or terminate contracts of Temple Shalom employees and contrac-

tors (i.e. Rabbi, building repair, etc.) 
5. Board members are required to attend at least 50% or more of the Board meet-

ings.  Inability to attend board meetings will result in a warning about the at-
tendance issue.  If non-attendance occurs again, the Board shall vote regarding 
this Board member’s status/termination. 

 
A FORMAL NOTICE OF THE ANNUAL MEETING WILL BE SENT TO EACH 

MEMBER’S EMAIL AFTER THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, IN MAY 

2023, WITH A BALLOT LISTING ALL CANDIDATES.  A PROXY BALLOT WITH 

INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE EMAIL AS WELL AS THE 

AGENDA AND OTHER INFORMATION FOR THE MEETING. 

 

EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT INTERESTED IN ONE OF THESE POSITIONS, PLEASE 

VOLUNTEER FOR ANY Of THE PROGRAMS OR EVENTS THAT THE TEMPLE 

SPONSORS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.   
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Purim 2024 
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Donations 
 

       General Fund  
Tiffany Andrews        Wally Nelson & Gerry Silverman          
Bill & Jamie Stanton       Sylvia Conant  
 
In Memory of Beth Crow:                 Steve Firestone                                 
 
                                       In loving memory  of                                    
Moe I. Backer      Father of Joan Paxton                      Joan Paxton 

Sydney Radner     Father of Felice Breidner           Felice Breidner 

Joan Helfgott        Mother of Jim Helfgott                  Jim Helfgott 

Grace Miletti        Mother of Mary Weissman                                                 

                                           Mary and Rabbi David Weissman 

Al Pflaster            Father of David Pflaster         Flo&David Pflaster                                                                                  

           

                                Chai Club                                                            
Felice Breidner                  Stephen Post        Linda Post            

Flo & David Pflaster    Bobbie Guseman      Michelle Foels   

Gabe & Cookie Brenner       Irene Klein       Laurie Ward        

Sheila  & Phil Honer        Janet Cohen    Dee Saddler 

 
Birthdays 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jim Helfgott April  13 

Irene Klein April  17 

    

Yahrzeits April 

  

 

 

 
 

From  the editor’s desk 
 

          Deadline for May Bulletin is  
April 23, 2024 

 
Submission is via e-mail to : 

djp3747@atmc.net 
 

Harold Hoyer Father of John Hoyer 4 

Emma Solomon Mother of Judy Frumkin 6 

Joan Helfgott Mother of Jim Helfgott 8 

Susan Francesea Sister of Doug Moldoff 8 

Grace Miletti Mother of Mary Weissman 8 

Judy Weizman Lukas Wife of Cary Lukas 8 

Harry Schecter Father of Elaine Luscombe 10 

Bessie Greenfield Mother in law of Jay Hough 9 

Lewis Selfon gtgrandfather of Michelle Foels 11 

Sydney Radner Father of Felice Breidner 12 

Eva Stoll Mother of Lawrence  Stoll 12 

Robert Greenfield Father in law of Jay Hough 14 

Albert Benn gtgrandfather of Michelle Foels 15 

Bella Showstack Mother of Bruce Showstack 18 

Joan Lukas Rothenberg Sister of Cary Lukas 20 

Rose Simon Grandmother of Linda Post 25 

Thelma Nowve Sister of David Weissman 26 

Emanuel Keiser Father in law of Carol Keiser 27 

Alfred Pflaster Father of David Pflaster 28 
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Service: 7:30PM 
Led by :  Cookie 
Brenner and     
Michelle Foels 
Oneg: Dave/Flo 
Pflaster Dave’s father   
Yahrzeit 

     

 

 
Service: 7:30PM 

Led by: Rabbi David  
& Mary Weissman  

Oneg:  Amy DiTore 

sponsor 

    SUNDAY      MONDAY  TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY      SATURDAY  

 
 
 

 

  

 
Service: 7:30PM 

Led by  : Mike Sachwld               

Oneg: Gerry 

Silverman 

April 2024 
Adar11 22  —  NISAN  22 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
               

     
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Service: 10:30 
Led by Rabbi David 
and Mary       
Weissman  
 
 
 

 

 

 
  

     

 
Service: 7:30PM 
Led by: Rabbi David 
and Mary  Weissman 
Oneg: Phil/Sheila 
sponsor 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

10:30 service for 

the end of 
Passover and 
Yizkor 

 

 

Time 

12:30 Lunch 

Bunch at The 

Toasted Yolk 
followed by 
book club 2PM 
at temple 

6            

  21 

16 

2 1 

7      

23 ADAR11 22  ADAR11 

  22   23 

26 ADAR11 25 ADAR11 27 ADAR11 

28 ADAR11 29 ADAR11 

6 NISAN 8 NISAN 9 NISAN 10 NISAN    11 NISAN 12 NISAN 

13 NISAN 14 NISAN 16 NISAN 17 NISAN 18 NISAN 19 NISAN 

20 NISAN 

  24   25   26 

18 19 20 

  27 

  28 

21 NISAN 

17 

15 NISAN 

24 ADAR11 

22 NISAN 

7 NISAN 

1 NISAN 

  14   15

4 5 

13    10    11    12 

Service: 10:30 
Led by Rabbi 
David and Mary          
Weissman 

  29   30 

    3 

  8    9 

2 NISAN 3 NISAN 5 NISAN 4 NISAN 

1st night Passover 
6PM Seder 

10AM  Board 

meeting via 

Zoom 
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